
Such a Curious Dream! �'\dapting Text and Illustration for Pre-Readers in The 

Charles Lunvidge Dodgson, better known by his pseudonym Lewis Carroll, is 

of the most famous English literary \vorks, Alice's Adventures in ff7011derland (1865). Illustrated 

Tennie!, it is a tale of a young girl named �!\lice who falls down a rabbit hole and discm-ers a 

fantastical world filled \vith curious creatures, a prime example of the literary nonsense genre 

work which continues to influence literature and various media to this day. Hoping to reach a 

younger audience, Carroll collaborated \Yith Tenniel to adapt the tale into a nursery edition 

The Nmw_J "AJice", \v-hich was published by :\facmillan & Co. in 1890 and notably less popular. 

Gertrude Thomson arid Edmund En.r1s also \vorked on this project, contributing the cover art and 

colored print production respecti\-ely. It's easy to say that the illustrations take center stage and 

prm-ide a lot of information in the work. The :,._-ttr:ff!J "A!ice"\vas the first colorized edition of 

Tennid's illustrations, \vhich were also enlarged in the picture book, and color had a large impact 

not only on the illustrations but also the text. Tenniel's drawings were engraved onto blocks of 

\vood, which \Vere then used in print production. Carroll's focus on illustration as opposed to plot 

influenced his storytelling technique, and so in this picture book Carroll simplifies the storyline and 

structures the text to be read aloud to pre-readers, often asking questions of the reader and directly 

referencing the illustrations. 

Lewis Carroll's The Nttr:retJ "Alice" is heavily informed by illustration, demonstrating the 

importance of visuals and oral narrative over plot for pre-readers, as well as tl1e danger of focusing 

on illustration to tl1e point that tl1e text is overshadowed. In this paper, I hope to return to the 



tiginal Alice's Adventures in U7onderland to explore the specific changes that made this nursery edition 

pre-reader friendly, and how those changes might have harmed or aided the picture book's impact. 

Carroll was deeply involved in the production process of his works, so I hope to del-ve into his 

relationships with his illustrators and printers. As Carroll referred directly to the illustrations in The

Nursery "Alice", the collaboration between himself and Tennie! was especially important. It seems a 

large factor in this picture book is color, so I want to focus on how implementing color in the 

illustrations deeply impacted the illustrations, text, and production. The color red made the scene of 

painting the roses red more effective, for instance. However, the increased comple..xit:y of the 

illustration and decreased complexity of the text sometimes seem imbalanced, e'Yen if the story stiil 

serves the needs of pre-readers. 
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